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Sample courseAuthoring environment

The Best of All Worlds.
Composica Enterprise gives you everything your e-Learning development team has been asking for to
create high-quality, stimulating e-Learning courses: the power of the Web, a desktop-like user-interface, a
collaboration-friendly environment and creative freedom - 100% programming-free.

When it comes to the richness of its features, its ease-of-use, its adaptability and its pure creative power,
Composica is head and shoulders above anything you've ever seen.

So, go ahead. Give Composica a try. Your eyes won't believe what your hands can do.

 Rich web-based WYSIWYG authoring environment
 Groupware authoring with task-management
 Entirely programming-free

Let's hear it for collaboration!
Authors. Designers. Subject matter experts. Reviewers. Whether you sit in the
same office or are a world apart, Composica is both an excellent e-Learning
project management tool and a top-grade groupware environment. Each team
member can access the centrally-located project using only a web browser,
and work simultaneously in real-time collaboration with the others. Practically
the only thing Composica can't help your team share… is the coffee.

 Sophisticated unique groupware environment
 Real-time simultaneous teamwork
 Resource sharing
 Built-in task system and task reports

Integration That Puts It All Together.
Composica is fully SCORM compliant. It integrates seamlessly with any standard Learning
Management System to pass on performance data.
It also helps you create extended course-related metadata that your LMS can use to better categorize
and distribute the content for future use.

 SCORM compliant
 Extended meta-data creation



Programming-free, web-based and easy-to-use, Composica
Enterprise is everything you need to maximize course creativity
and learner performance.

Samples of Composica Mind Games

Ready. Set. Create.
With its intuitive desktop ‘look and feel’, you will feel right at home as Composica brings you a world
of creative instructional possibilities: alluring interactivity features, highly customizable e-Learning activities,
exciting visual effects, dynamic navigation options and clever assessment capabilities.

Free yourself from static templates and predefined styles. Composica lets you choose, change, add and
modify at will, making every element of every course you create truly your own.

 Instant preview and editing
 Variety of sophisticated interactivity features, e.g. Drag & Drop, Fill-ins, Hot Spots, etc.

 Dynamic and powerful visual effects, navigation elements and assessment capabilities

Reuse and Reuse and Reuse.
Composica saves you hours of time and effort by letting you save, catalog
and reuse any element of every project you create.

Composica stores learning objects, content, styles, navigation rules and
persistent graphics separately so the ‘look and feel’ of each of your courses
can be changed or used for other courses even after the content has been
organized.

 Reusable learning objects, assets, themes and widgets
 Central repository

 Design and logic inheritance

Let The Games Begin!
Composica's new Mind Games module expands your assessment repertoire to include powerful

'play and learn' testing modalities with the visual flair and flexibility that have made Composica
an e-Learning industry hit.

Add any of its competitive, engaging, rewarding and easily adaptable games to your e-Learning projects
and watch your users' learning soar!



Our Company
Composica Ltd. is an active consortium of some of the best
minds in e-Learning, Internet applications and enterprise
solutions.
We are committed to empowering our customers to create
customized, compelling and highly-interactive e-Learning
content.

Our flagship product, Composica Enterprise allows 100%
programming-free real-time collaborative authoring with rich
interactive features.

Among our customers are leading Fortune-100 companies,
educational organizations, government agencies, banks and
many telecom and high-tech companies.

PO Box 58058 | Tel-Aviv, 61580 | Israel
info@composica.com
www.composica.com
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